Work together, better

Healthy • Sustainable • Creative • Flexible
AB BC

SCREEN SYSTEMS

DOMO
Domo Table’s elegantly beveled edges produce an attractive interplay of light and shadows. Its wood-framed table screen
is filled with sound-absorbing polyester and upholstered in fabric. A magnetic bracket can be added to the screen’s facade for attaching pen holder and shelving accessories of various sizes, all specially designed for Domo Table.

STITCH

Stitch table screens combine a thick lined fabric with an embroidered check pattern to produce a sense of expressive
softness to any space.

ZIGZAG

ZigZag and MixMax are folding portable acoustical screens that are
tackable and create a private space
quickly and easily.

MIXMAX
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SPAZER

SCREEN SYSTEMS
SCREENIT A30

ABOVE DESK

FLOOR

A30 Desk and Floor Screens provide a stable, stylish and practical shielding in open plan areas with an A-classed noise absorption.
A30 DESK BOOTH

Booth dividers connected with
zipper.

A30 PLEXI

A30 FLEXIBLE WALL

Available in transparent, frosted
and smoked plexi.

A30 RISING

The sound absorbing screen can be used as a
desk, floor and wall screen.
A30 REINFORCED

A floor screen that you can raise and lower freely to the desired height. Ideal in a
classic desktop environment when you easily and quickly want to work undisturbed
and in an open landscape to change the layout of the room.
FOLDIT

Portable and foldable screens ideal for
examinations, small workspaces and
deviding large tables temporarily.

ACCESSORIES
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BOOTHS AND WORKSTATIONS

db
A light weight, sound absorbing screening system. The intent was to provide the user a series of screens and accessories that
allows the ability to configure and personalize their space in a way that is productive to the individual. Instead of legs, they
stand on a base, which allows them to be angled as desired when combined with one another. The series includes a whiteboard-faced screen and a clever cork-face screen for bulletins.

MyHive
My Hive is a flexible workstation available in two different
models: A spacious, rectangular workstation, and also
a hexagon-shaped workstation. My Hive integrates
the table-top into the sound absorbent screens. The
mechanism for adjusting height is hidden behind zippers.
There is a smart case under the table used to store the
cables. Can be configured with a board-faced screen
and a clever cork-face screen for bulletins.
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Domo Wall Booth
It’s sometimes difficult to know where to go when you need
a quiet, private space to write or make a quick phone call.
Domo Wall Booth was designed to solve this problem in busy,
hectic environments. Domo sound-absorbent wall booths are
ideal in environments where there is an occasional need for a
quiet, isolated area.

FLOOR SCREENS
A30 TOWER BOOTH

A30 PEAK

•
•
•
•
•
•

Many Textile Finish Options
Recessed Cable Grommets
56” High Standard
Custom Sizes available
Sound Absorbent
Tower Cabinet fitted L+R

A30 4 WALL BOOTH

Floor Screens that are zipped together and form a booth with space for desk and tower cabinet. Tower Booth’s can be
connected and are available in four different sizes adapted to different tower cabinet.
A contemporary floor/desk screen with
sound absorbing qualities. The screen
contains 40mm of recycled polyester
effectively absorbing sound to create a
more harmonious environment. Customize
Edge Floor Screens with adjustable feet, arc’s
or castors, 4 different fabric ranges and 7
standard rubber edging colours. The built-in
magnets at each joint make the screens easy
to connect and configure.

EDGE TABLE AND FLOOR SCREENS
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FLOOR SCREENS
Nomad® mobile screens and table top dividers
facilitate the reconfiguring of space and adapts
to new ways of working where work areas may
be spontaneously re-zoned. Featuring acoustical
or upholstered panels that supports private work,
collaborative work and conferencing, Nomad®’s
mobile screens features a unique opening
allowing the screens to nest into the table tops.
Nomad® can support different accessories
including integrated storage cabinets or TV’s and
white boards which are a great solution for training
areas or ad-hoc meeting spaces.

NOMAD SCREENS

LOUNGE SCREENS
Add-Ons
• Tablets
• Power
• Coat Hangers
• Storage
• Lighting
• Planters
Add-ons available in oak, ash, and
stained variations.

BOB JOB
BOB Job is an accessory system of acoustic screens and wood elements that can be combined with the BOB sofa modules to
create work zones with a sense of private space. BOB Job modules can be individually upholstered, and fitted with optional
power/USB connection.
Online Panning Tool available:
http://www.blastation.com/planners/bobjob-planner
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LOUNGE SCREENS
COAST

The Coast collection offers a wide
range of possibilities, limited only
by your personal creativity and
preferences. Add a shelf or an
acoustic dividing panel to create
privacy islands in shared spaces or
to set up a cozy break area for staff
members. Resolutely contemporary,
Coast was designed with casual
collaboration in mind to provide
comfortable seating with rounded
lines, giving it a gentler more
welcoming appearance. Add some
warmth to this piece with wood legs,
a modern flare with the metal legs.

NOVA C + RADIUS DIVIDERS

Space dividers attached
to the Green Furniture
Nova C Back modular
seating. Seamless, and
with curvature of choice
just like the seating. The
Radius divider comes with
cut out holes (custom
patterns possible) or solid
which gives a surface
where a message or
image can be applied.

BEATBOX

BEATBOX screens attach onto the back and/or
sides to transform a seat into a private enclosure.
The BEATBOX collection offers a place where
individuals can collaborate or have a focused
space that provides privacy while still maintaining
comfort and access to connectivity.
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We hope that you have enjoyed this tour of the BrassTacks 2020 Screens & Panels Collection. We believe visual and
acoustic privacy solutions can be balanced with smart design and functionality. We are proud to offer a wide range
of products from some of the most innovative manufacturers in contract furniture.
BrassTacks is your resource for contract furniture consultants, industrial designers, acoustics engineers, CAD technicians
and customer service representatives; standing by to assist with your interiors project.
To find out how we can help or to learn more about our collections, please contact us
at info@brasstacksdesign.ca or visit www.brasstacksdesign.ca.
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NOTES
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